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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Error 50.3!

Sticking with Resolutions (?)
by Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

February is drawing to an end, as is most people’s wills to actually stick with
their resolutions they made waaaaay back at the beginning of January in either
a drunken or extremely hung-over state. I was one of them (minus the drinking
and hung-overness, I spent my New Years Eve with a couple of close friends
watching The Big Bang Theory). My main resolution was simple enough: be
healthier. It started off pretty good, eating less junk, getting off my ass on a
regular basis, etc etc. Focusing on my school work was my second big resolution. Now that March is right around the corner, which also means summer
is like RIGHT THERE, I’ve realized I have not stuck with what I said I’ve done.
I’ll take you through a typical day of not following my resolution for being
healthier or focusing on school:

Rocky Beta is Dead ;_; RIP

Lol pictures

Wake up after alarm goes off, because I stayed up until 2 working on homework due at 9am, in class, that I knew about for a week. Roll out of bed, throw
on random ‘clean enough’ clothes on floor, throw hair in pony tail because
fuck showering right now. Remember to distro the Bull, because it’s magically
Monday, cry a little at the 15 minutes I gave myself to get ready before having to leave. Eat giant bowl of Chocolate Cheerios, cause, well, Cheerios are
healthy. So are the House Donuts left out by someone. Bastards.
Walk to class in the freezing cold, distro the Bull, go to 9am class, turn in homework, promptly fall asleep instead of taking notes. They’re on blackboard, so
who cares. Wake up, go sit in Bull office, eat random candy bar because ‘the
sugar will give me energy and wake me up’. Pout at just how short a time that
Caramello lasted. Worth it? No. Buy another one. Cry.
No time for actual lunch break, enjoy vending machine lunch before running to
work. Or even better, overpriced MUB food on the go. This wrap has turkey
and something that looks like a vegetable, it must be healthy. ‘Specially when
paired with a Mountain Dew, because the candy bar didn’t wake me up.
Overload on all of the caffeine! (Although, I will never ingest as much caffeine
as le Evil Dictator. She gets hers via IV drip). Go to work, be awesome, leave.
Last class of day, at the dreaded 2-3pm time slot, which, for my sleep deprived body, is ideal nap time. Struggle to stay awake. Maybe more liquid
caffeine? No. No more singles on me. No loose change. Cry.
Stop by Bull office, harass friends and staff, when suddenly, Evil Dictator suggest the most tempting of them all: crab rangoons. Fuck everything else, including meeting up with some classmates to study and/or do homework,
time for Ming’s. It’s still sort of healthy if I get the garlic green beans, right? Full
serving of veggies, then all of the chicken and ohgod the Rangoons. So. Fucking. Good. One trip? Eh, let’s get my money’s worth. Round 2, all Rangoons.
Think about working out, but now I’m all full of delicious food I’ve convinced
myself was healthy. Tired still from lack of sleep, all of the homeworks to do,
no time for the SDC. Start to do homework, fall asleep on laptop. Wake up
at 10pm, cry.
Broomball game at 11. Gear up, roll out, smash people for a bit, lose game. Oh
well. That counts as a workout, right? Close enough. Go home, say I’ll shower
in the morning, fuck homework, pass the hell out. Cry in dreams about lack of
control of my own life in college.
This is a pretty typical day for me, at least every week or so. It’s sad, and depressing, but damnit Ming’s, your food is good and homework is boring. So
if you ever see me walking around campus crying, it’s because I’ve realized
I’m a terrible person who can’t keep a promise to myself. Or, I’m a college
student, just like you!

NEVER mix beer and Viagra.
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Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

HIDOKU!
How to play hidoku:
Half maze, half Sudoku – all you have to do is figure out which number to put in each cell. Beginning at 1, going to 2, and so on until the last
number, you should fill each box with a number in increasing order. You can only go on square at a time, but in any direction: so, you can go
left, right, up, down, or diagonally from your current spot.

